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Interlocutor Day
By Neal Wilgus

Père Pierrot says our holiday
comes June 30,
not the one at New Year
that others observe.

Other kids make fun of us
when we wear the Yellow –
they call it weak and dirty
but we know that it is gold.

What makes the end of June
such a special day?
Père Pierrot has explained
that back in ’08
the mighty King
moved through our plane
around the sun
and passed so briefly
through our Earth
that no-one knew
what the night light was
or that everything was changed
whether we knew or not.

Père Pierrot asks about the Mask
we sometimes wear
but he knows full well
that it’s only for us,
positioned farthest from the End
to celebrate the Bones.

The King played the tambourine
but he wore no Mask.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

We want your letters of comment!

An Eternal Cry
By DJ Tyrer

Night shattered
A scream echoes
Swallowed by empty streets
None hear that bitter cry
Save the one who screamed it
Her companions
And the King
All of whom hear it
A scream repeated
Over and over
Infinitely
An eternal moment
Of exquisite torture
And, of course,
Those vouchsafed the sound
By virtue of the Sign
And the Play

Originally published in Sirens Call ezine.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Available Now!

A Terrible Thing 

A 312pp paperback of Carcosa Mythos fiction from
Carrion  Blue  555  in  conjunction  with  Atlantean
Publishing.

Available  to  order  from  Amazon.co.uk and
Amazon.com or  direct  from  DJ  Tyrer  at  Atlantean
Publishing in the UK for £12.95 (including P&P).

Authors include Cardinal Cox, DS Davidson, Glynn
Owen  Barrass,  David  Conyers,  Steve  Sneyd,  Neal
Wilgus and more.

.….….…..…...…..…..…..…..…..………………..…

The Yellow Guitar
By SchiZ

Outside my window, I see a girl
With a yellow guitar.
She strums the chords delicately,
And then, the notes.
As the darkness comes,
she continues to play.
A beautiful song of sunlight,
Then the clouds break apart
And the sun appears once more beaming.
The shade of the blue sky
Covering with a warmth
That can only say that summer is
Coming to an end
Has made her play another exquisite song
Whilst the sun begins to seep underneath the houses.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0996276882/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0996276882/


In the Path of the Trees
By R.C. Mulhare

For my father, M.K. Mulhare, who brought me to the trees
when I was a small child and has been bringing me to them
ever since.

September  day  in  Franconia  Notch,  a  gap  between  two
peaks in the White Mountains of New Hampshire named
for  a  mountainous  corner  of  Germany,  light  slanting
between the dense canopy of trees, white pines and firs with
a scattering of oaks and maples, filtering through the leaves
and needles forming a carpet pattern of light on the trail and
the ground beneath the trees, itself strewn with fallen leaves
and  faded  needles  the  conifers  had  shed.  Few  sounds
reached the ears of the pair that walked the trail, except the
surrussus of the wind in the branches above and the falling
patter of leaves drifting down, adding to the tapestry at their
feet.
“We picked a good day for the hike,” he said, raising his
gaze to the canopy, the light dappling on his face, tanned by
the sun and worn by the wind. With his sturdy frame under
his worn flannel shirt and the quilted green and black check
jacket atop it, he looked as gnarled as one of the old trees
around  them.  “It’s  so  quiet  you  can  hear  the  trees.”
She  paused  beside  him,  this  girl-child,  his  daughter,
unmarked face young but her  eyes  old beyond her  years
behind  her  steel-rimmed  glasses,  as  she  peered  around
them, looking to the trees above. “I can hear the wind in the
branches,  if  that’s  what  you  mean.”
“That too, but keep walking and keep listening.” Her father
kept his voice low, a  murmur against  the murmur of the
branches swaying.

They continued along the packed earth trail worn
down  by  generations  of  footsteps  from  other  sojourners
making  their  way  through  the  forest.  Against  several
boulders along the trail side, several young trees had grown,
perched  atop  the  stones,  roots  leaning  against  the  sides,
trailing  down  to  find  the  rich  earth  below.
“Looks like it stopped for a rest and to catch its breath,” he
said.  “What  they  call  a  walking  tree.”
“It  looks  like  it  could  get  up  and  walk,”  she  said.
He gave her a knowing smirk. “You never know, they just
might, once our backs are turned and they think we can’t
see them do it.”

They  had  continued  along  the  path,  but  she
darted a backward glance to the trees against the rocks. No
sign of movement, except a yellow leaf drifting down from
the canopy above.

“It didn’t move,” she said, almost disappointed.
“Must  have  heard  us.  Next  time  you  might  get  lucky.”
The trail ran onward, grey dusty ribbon beneath the green
and brown of the trees, over a bridge shaped from the trunk
of a great fallen pine spanning a river rushing between the
mountains, between channels of granite veined with basalt,
clear  cold  water  washing  over  boulders  to  cobbles  to
pebbles to rocks and gravel to grey-gold silt. They crossed
to  the  other  side,  the  trail  continuing  up  the  side  of  the
mountain, between rocks, the canopy opening for a stretch.
Further up the trail, at a bend around a stand of trees stood a
bearded  old  hemlock,  up  on  root  tips  as  if  on  tip-toes,
forked taproot like legs in mid-stride.

She looked from the tree to her father. “Think it
was off for a walk and it stopped to listen for intruders?”

“I’ll  bet  it  did.”  In  passing  by the  tree,  he  reached  out,
patting the trunk as one would the shoulder of an old friend
hail and well-met.

They pressed on, the ground rising as they took
the path to the old fire tower at the crest of one mountain,
he telling how her grandfather, his father, had as a young
man worked these woods during his time in the Civilian
Conservation  Corps,  how he  might  have  worked  on  this
very tower that stood among the great old trees that covered
the slope above them.

The trail grew more gnarled, narrowing, twisting
between rocks and trees, less defined than the lower trail
which lead them here, but still marked by the footsteps that
had worn it down and etched it into the earth, scoring and
scouring the  soil  from around the  roots  of  the  trees  and
polishing the wood to glossy smoothness.

Out of the corner of her eye, she thought she saw
the roots of one tree, a young birch with silvery bark and
foliage starting to turn gold, near the trail twitch and ripple.
A trick of the light, or her eyes mistaking a shifting shadow
for movement in the immobile roots, a walking tree about
to go on a jaunt.

Her father paused to glance around them. “You
hear anything?”

“I thought I saw something move down low,” she
said, pointing toward the path side. “I thought it was a leaf
blown  in  the  breeze.”  But  no  breeze  stirred  in  the
understory, that far on the mountainside, and only pine and
fir needles covered the feet of the tree. “But it looked too
big for a leaf. It was like the roots had moved.”

He  looked  her  in  the  face,  his  eyes  flicking
wider. “The roots?”

“Like  I  said,  it  could  have  been  a  leaf  on the
roots.”

“Sounds likely,” he said, turning and leading on.
Onward and upward.

Looking back, she saw the roots of one tree rise
and pull from the earth. Perhaps the sun had moved behind
a cloud barely seen through the branches woven overhead,
except that the light under the canopy had shifted as a small
–  relative  to  the  rest  of  the  trees  –  hole  had  opened.
“Something in the bushes?”

“Something moved.”
“Probably a fox or something small.”
“No, something larger.”
“A bear??” He put a comically spooked note into

the words
“Bears  don’t  have  feet  that  look  like  that.”

“Probably  a  trick  of  the  light.”  Speaking  what  she  had
thought, but the set of his mouth didn’t look so certain of
the words which he had spoken.

The ground at their feet shook, like a small, local
earthquake, and she felt the soil pull and part as something
lifted  from  it.  They  stopped  in  their  tracks  and  looked
around them, then upward. The canopy overhead shifted, an
opening  emerging  and  pouring  light  over  them  both.
Something removed itself from among the trees and took a
slow stride toward them.

A large shadow eclipsed the patch of light around
them. A form – no, rather, a figure – bearded and crowned
with pine needles, its brown-grey skin wrinkled like bark,
arms long as a van, ending in hands like thick twigs fronded
with pine needles, and legs tall as a small house, extending
down to thick, gnarled taproots. Brown eyes like knot holes



peering  through  a  mane  of  lichens  and  moss.
It gazed on them, a fringe of pine needles lowering over its
eyes.

“What  is  it…?”  she  asked,  voice  hushed  with
awe,  as  if  she  worried  that  she  might  further  offend  the
thing.

“It’s something I’ve heard your grandfather tell
stories about, but I’d never seen,” her father replied, voice
hushed as well.

The being leaned in, the foliage-like crown that
formed  its  head  rustling  as  it  tilted,  curious,  concerned,
even guarded.

“Should we even be here?  Did we disturb it?”
she said.

“I don’t think it’s thrilled to have us here.” Her
father took a step back. The tree-being lifted its crown, its
knotty eyes blinking as its gaze softened.

STAY. SO LONG AS YOU LEAVE NO MARK OF YOUR

PASSAGE, the  being  spoke,  its  voice  like  wind  blowing
across a deep hollow in a tree trunk, like wood creaking in a
gust of wind, its mouth hidden beneath a fringe of lichens.
Her father looked up into the being’s face.  “We will. We
came up here because we wanted to see the big trees near
the summit and the fire tower up top.

The  tree-being  looked  down  to  him,  knothole
eyes  narrowing.  AND WHY DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE BIG

TREES? SO YOU MIGHT MEASURE UP THEIR BOARD-WOOD AND

MARK THEM FOR THE AXE OR THE ROARING SAWS THAT NEED

NOT BE PUSHED BY MAN’S HANDS?
“Because they’re there,” the girl said. “Because

they’re great and tall and old, and we’re young and small
and we can learn from them.”

“What she said: I taught her to look up at trees
and feel smaller and yet  bigger next to them,” her father
said.

Under the lichens,  the being’s  slot  of  a  mouth
curved  up at  the  ends,  and  its  eyes  glinted  like  sunlight
dancing on a wind-rippled pond. YOU ARE SMALL AND YOUR

KIND OFTEN FOOLISH,  BUT YOU HAVE TAUGHT YOUR GIRL-
CHILD WELL.  YOU HAVE BOTH LEARNED MUCH FROM THE

TREES. GO FORWARD AND LEARN MORE.
With that, the tree-being stepped back among the

trees,  its crown blending into the canopy,  its body veiled
among the tree trunks.

She  looked  to  her  father,  he  looked  to  her.  “I
guess that means it doesn’t mind us being here,” he said.
“They really do walk, but only when they need you to see
them,” she added, glancing back, as the birch she thought
she  had  seen  moving  before  settled  into  a  hollow,  as  if
reassured by the pine tree-herd’s presence.

And  they  went  forward  with  the  tree  herder’s
blessing, to look to the stronger of its flock and learn more
from them, to draw on their strength and grow, to feel their
place in nature’s realm, in The One’s good creation, and the
tower that man had built to keep watch over the forest and
its dwellers... 

Ends
..….….…..….….…..…...…..….…..…..…..………..……..

birdsong as timepiece
the grandfather clock warbles
and splinters its wings

By Joseph Bouthiette, Jr.

Beriah
By Lee Clark Zumpe

The rain settled into puddles on the cemetery floor.
Mist  crept  sinuously  through  sparse  woods  like  a
copperhead  through  the  underbrush.  Headlights
crawled  along  the  winding  route  of  Rich  Mountain
Road. Left alone, he clutched at precious memories.

Late that same year – in the depths of night
–  inexplicable  whispers  drifted  through  the
rhododendron tangle outside his cottage. Feebly, he
peeled back the quilt  and shambled to the window.
The Appalachian night gave up no ghosts.

Beriah soon abandoned his bed. Sleep had
proved elusive since she passed. He ate little, did less.
All thoughts eventually turned to her.

Stepping out beneath the twilight tapestry,
he suddenly saw her. She hovered above the far bank
of  the  little  creek  skirting  the  perimeter  of  his
property. Shrouded in that gray graveyard mist, her
eyes wept like the skies on the day of her funeral.

He waved an emaciated arm, beckoning her.
In her arms he slept, relinquishing himself to

precious memories of an undying love.

Ends

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

GOING TO EAST MIDLANDS
By John O'Malley

Via North County Dublin chatting
As you would with oldest scout friend

Traces of trouble in my bags at security
Linda could not have been kinder

All the creams queried which I had forgotten
Were in the bag since last trip-simply speaking

Lad put them in a transparent bag for inspection
No bother in the meantime my mobile with Ryanair

APP left on tray with my keys –staff helpful-above
And beyond the call of duty-call me back –make

Doubly sure united with all my property-blame
Nobody –sleepwalking at Dublin Airport

Time to take time out sit and drink
Some good old Plane water and wait to board

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Earth turns
shadows fall
a cloudless sky
hides
tonight

By Jane Stuart   



Athanatos
By C. C. Parker

Blood boiling in veins even when they are sleeping. Not
even  a  delirium  of  salts  can  awaken  them  from  the
Migration.

Hot winds blow. Worlds burn. Yet they are not
concerned with any of this.

Alive  since  the  beginning  of  thought.  Dead
before they’re born: Sleeping agents.

Streets  they  walk  are  grey  &  skeletal.  Hardly
streets at all. Except they are able to overlook the sagging
gait  of  corpses.  Nothing  frightens  them,  really.  Save  the
feeling that if they don’t stop moving they’ll simply float
out into space & never return . . .

Indifference  gets  inside  the  spirits  of  any who
can look away from guilt or judgement.

Calmness invades the privacy of those unable to
still the waters of their own perception . . .

Viewing  the  world  through  molten  tears.  The
courageous  fool  awakens.  In  the  body of  a  child  who’d
grow up to be a murderer. Raging through streets with dead
ends. City under a spell of violence that has purported to
liberate them.

A killer who seeks in it unanswered questions -
Existence remains a bloodbath.

Breathing  slow  in  some  remote  part  of  the
landscape. They do not wish to be heard. Moments to freeze
time & sleep for years. Or so it would seem. Interior worlds
on display during lost hours. Slowly evolves. Into radiant
greyness. Opium haze . . .

For these it is developed in infancy. By the time
they’re  young  rovers  they  no  longer  need  to  settle  their
differences  -  Left  to  patrol  golden  summers.  Endure
insufferable winters.

Long nights alone with little more than a flash to
light  the  way.  It’s  been  known  to  extinguish  entire
civilizations, but it’s rare. Stewing on contracts with self &
other  predominantly  disordered  roles.  It  was  never
considered by them to be so obvious.

Only at night do they walk these streets. This fact
has  never  changed.  Divining  a  razor-thin  sheen  behind
wakefulness  or  being  asleep.  In  communication  with
shadows that survived here prior to any street or structure.
Murderers of time, memory, salvation.

Sent  on  missions  to  greet  the  benefactors  of
blood.  One  who  forms  the  heart  into  the  disguise  of  a
labyrinth. 

Smoke filled caves forming visions on the walls.
Ancient destruction. Future wars. To escape the

flood. 
Drowning in tears made for the creature alone.

Salt-brine of miseries arising from a vast & dramatic ocean
of  disorder.  Slipping  off  into  reservoirs  of  static.  Streets
blur or fade into lesser kingdoms that once paved the way
toward discipleship.

Deep hole beneath ocean where its floor caved
in: return to forgotten shores . . .

Eunuchs  gather  in  a  marbled  hall  to  discuss
comings & goings of giants. A civilization in doubt of its
civilized nature. They’ve only begun to concoct a pantheon
of gods. Filling massive tomes with elegiac conformity: to
live beyond the race & its customs.

They send out travellers to all  four corners.  In
search of beings hidden away since the first giants came -
In this land. Concealed beneath rippling wastes. 

Gases spill out the earth to open the eyes of any
who had travelled so far to see.

Gathered  around  the  mouth  of  a  cave  until  it
makes its appearance . . .

Savage with crazed,  but solemn,  eyes.  A black
halo marks his head from burrowing it deeper into the cool
earth - Burning skull. No other way to calm his thoughts.

Chasm  of  deranged  hospitality.  Drinking  ore
from the earth.  Native metals & more exotic ones.  Mind
drifting to places he’s been & those he is destined go.

Information that doesn’t go anywhere captivating
him from the start. A stone that may never be washed away.

Housed in a shell he abuses daily - Every night.
Stumbling through primordial lands . . .

A body,  covered  in  scars,  makes  them  wince
away. Gases pouring out he seems to hold in sway. From
places so deep in the earth not even shadow escapes. 

Shaking  fists  at  them.  He  who  has  walked
through their villages in the night sniffing out the air. He
knew the  moment  it  entered  this domain.  It  was  only a
matter of time before they’d come looking for him. They
needed to see it for themselves. 

Scribes look up with bright expressions waiting
for him to say anything. They travelled far to find this fount
of legends. Instead, he would show them. Not by his own
volition, but gases to summon hallucination . . .

Night comes on more quickly now that reality is
known. It’s realized that any wisdom gained is  never the
property of transitory kingdoms - Walking streets alongside
windows, shuddered. Nothing gets in save darkness that is
born there.

Propped in the corner of a cramped space when
there’s  no  longer  time  to  breathe.  Ruminating  on
wanderings through the world in future & past. Meeting a
congregation  Outside  where  they  are  discussing  the  true
nature of the universe.

Giants bred for unearthly violence; corrosive, but
alive. Going nowhere, it becomes a blade.

He  converses  with  them  at  all  hours.  They
instruct him to go Outside.

Nature  walks  through  dilapidated  kingdoms.
What’s behind is close at hand. In a solitary space. He holds
it.

What is felt,  but  never taught.  A singular drive
without  the  lure  of  judgement.  Disorder  instead  of
subjugation.

No  longer  feeding  on  coagulated  blood.
Drunkenness avails the forlorn seeker.  Sacrifice.  Opening
himself up to a blanket of tears.

Crystalline  fortress.  Shadows  refracted  in  an
otherworldly  prism.  Vibration  of  doom  felt  on  serene
shores. Everything ruptures. Civilization devoured in wars
& sea. Fire towering overhead before the crest of a wave
destroys them. Atlantean mist rising out of a dream. In slow
motion: hysteria in the streets. Consciousness breaks down.
A brief but harried glimpse into worlds that lie just beyond
the borders. Where exist beings, un-slaved, extracted from
sovereign lands . . .

Who  can  trust  an  ex-murderer?  That’s  passed
through shadow to become like stone . . ? 



Licking his lips alongside the stream as the world
ends in a flood. Energies splayed, coalescing on the edge of
reason. Blank or splotchy figures on the horizon.

Myths, no longer acting as beacons. Cold doom
from above . . .

He  remains  sharply  &  intently  focused:  knife-
point on a spirit’s position.

No  fear  of  death  has  he  shown.  No  reprisal.
Always stoic. Adrift. Exiled.

Welling  in  the  moribund  soil.  Tangles  of  guts
spilling free across parched lands. Where his wounded body
stands before its naked canvas.

Stroking  scales  of  space  in  serpentine  glory.
Feeling out curvatures. Yet how to map out the non-existent
qualities  of  formlessness  &  extinguish  the  part  of  him
they’ve tried to reduce? So much pain endured to unlearn
‘basic’ truths.

Hallucinations to haunt him while awake. When
asleep, there’s darkness or cosmic vision.

No  longer  the  ideal  for  listlessness.  Pillared
between  cycles  figured  in  consciousness.  No  current  or
modern ideal.  Murdering disciples, ALL - He leads. ALL
Alone.

There  were  many  at  one  time,  but  the
congregation has dwindled. Still, it is like fresh blood in his
veins - First  & last of many summers.  When they didn’t
brood so much.

Filling each other up with their seed. Under the
bald sky. Sun is golden while the Earth does quake from
their  lovemaking.  Mountains  driven  into  existence  about
the valleys where they nestled . . .

The crumbling city around him & shadows felt
alongside its  cracks.  On the edge of  wilderness.  Into the
beyond,  where  other  civilizations  have  slipped  by  the
wayside.

A crowd  of  people  nearby.  Murmurings  wash
over  him  like  a  harsh  river.  Shapes  just  out  of  sight
projecting their energy on him -

Dark mouth of the cave. He’ll go inside when he
is ready to die & come out again.

Changes unforeseen. Glimpsing stone.
Contemplating harsh reality while  gazing up at

stars . . .
In  a  field.  Between horizons.  Purple sky flows

between  mountain  ranges.  Giant  planets  roaming  free,
there, like great sea creatures - With tears in his eyes. One
comes over.

Gazing down at him with holes for eyes. In them
the entire story is writ.

Past a hazy mask shredded from aeons of wear.
Epochs shudder in a timeless-void.

For all the heaviness it bore it had travelled light.
Balanced  against  the  curve  of  space.  A  road  no  less
travelled than when in its infancy - They nearly went mad
finding it . . .

It’s  even felt  in dread worlds on corpse-strewn
streets. Shuttered windows. Where he left his body in the
street amongst partioners & slaves. Shadow side. A bloody
sun  roiling  in  darkness,  burning  &  concealing  at  once.
Inverse of what was lost in the undertow . . .

Picking him off the ground the giant being leads
him away. Through field & wilderness. Deep into the heart
of the mountains. Voices become more clear in the hills. Up
a sheer cliffside with stone faces. Soft expressions making
it difficult for them to climb.

Finally, in tomb-like, darkness he is laid down in
some  cave.  Movement  around  him  like  rushing  water.
Shapes in dark same as in the field. Whispers more faint
than in the hills.

No words does he recognize. Only tones. Some
make him feel like he is dying. Others, that he is re-born.
With  many  gradients  between.  Fibrillations  of  his  skull
expanding into ripples that spill out around him. Shadows
unravelling to unmask his ancient sorrow.

Ends

.….…..…..….…………..….…..….…..…...…..….….….

The Bear Lake Monster
By Richard Stevenson

The Bear Lake Monster ain’t just
some super serpent hoser;
he’s got legs, can step out
on the shore, a real cryptid poser.

He likes ruminants of any kind.
Sheep or cattle, it don’t matter.
Can swallow ‘em whole,
crunch their bones,
scarf ‘em off a platter.

He’s scarfed humans whole as well,
though few have seen ‘im snag ‘em.
Likes a varied menu, it seems,
Though he don’t freeze or bag ‘em.

No. He’s not one for sweets or snacks,
is pretty strict about his diet…
And though he seldom eats dessert
and seldom wants a second helping,
if something new pops by,
he’ll try it.

Aquatic vegetarians can have their weeds.
He prefers his protein on the bone.
The fleeter, the sweeter.
On or off the hoof.
Fully or half grown.

Children are especially sweet –
Less fleet, fat, or gamey;
Aren’t so tainted with toxins,
Hormones , or so… so samey.

Land-locked elasmosaurus
or serpent with vestigial pegs?
He’s evolved into a nasty beast –
his legend too has legs…

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Bright red peonies
open on a rainy day
hummingbird flies away

By Jane Stuart    



Street Woman
By Ed Blundell

We passed in the street,
Your feet furred in fashion boots,
Thin summer coat against the cold,
Your face lined with life 
That took a girl and grated
All her dreams.
Your eyes dark with mascara and doubt,
Snarl at sneers and hurts to come,
No room for chance or charity.
Pale as poverty and hard
As rejection.
I doubt you noticed me but I
Image taker, poem maker,
Selector, collector,
Have skinned you,
Pinned you to a page.

.………….….…..….…..….…..…..….…..…..….….…….

Ashes
By SchiZ

From the ashes whence came
To ashes we'll return
As the Sun sets on our lives
We arrive in Eden
Where death is no more
Whence the time we do not know
But all will return
To ashes that seep through
Our fingers like sands in the desert
As shades of colours in autumn
Fall into our lake of tears.

.……..….…..…..….…..…..…………….………..…..….. 

RAIN
By Diane Duff

“I’m fed up with the rain,
It’s not stopped all day:
Pouring down again,
When will it go away?

I know it’s something
We can’t do without:
But it’s so annoying,
When I want to go out?

If only it would be
Softer and gentle:
And not quite so often:
Nor torrential.”

“Well,” laughed her husband,
“I’m not complaining,
No need to water the garden,
A job I find boring.”

He looked out of the window,
Then he gave a shout:
“You’ll be pleased to hear
The sun has just come out.”

PAGING MR RAINS
By Bryn Fortey

For a moment I thought she
was going to sit on my lap

But no: “Not your favourite
chair,” she murmured. “Not yet.”

My wife hangs out washing
none of it mine
She prepares a meal
but eats alone

I sit in my chair
my favourite chair
and am ignored

“It’s too early,” my wife
says into her mobile
She will talk to her friends
but not to me

More than just ignored
I often feel unseen

Sometimes she drinks and cries
Plays ‘our song’ on repeat
Sleeps fitfully

I sit in my favourite chair
Unnoticed
Unheard
I am the invisible man

.…...….….………..……………….….….….…………….

AT EASE
By John O'Malley

My father Tim used to laugh
At our Army game O‘Grady Says
On Parade – obey no order unless
The code word supplied-over here
Dino and John wait while Emer returns
From some lesson – Paul sleeps on his rest
Day –one cafe opens another closes
Drops of rain on my page laughing
At the foreigner – Gracie Mille – who cares
.…..…...….….….…..….……………..….…..…..….…….

Menace
By Ed Blundell

The shrieking sky swirls
With gulls and menace.
Dark lowering clouds threaten,
The day hangs on a thread.
The sea surges blind,
Horizons mist,
Merging sky and waters,
Reality blurs.
Night, dark stalker, treads
A sinister path,
Starlessly descending
Across the silent town.Awen will return in 

August


